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Time-resolved pattern evolution in a large-aperture class A laser
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Quasi-instantaneous transverse patterns have been measured in a broad-aperture class A laser, using an
ultrafast camera. The evolution from order to fully developed turbulence is observed as the Fresnel number
increases up to 110. In the turbulent regime, two very different spatial scales coexist, one order of magnitude
apart. The linear analysis allows us to interpret most of the features of the experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large-aperture optical systems are very complex dev
having a rich spatiotemporal dynamics. A great deal of
perimental work in this field has been carried out with cla
B lasers~in particular CO2, @1–4#!, and more recently also in
semiconductor lasers@5,6#. However, much less research h
been devoted to classA lasers@7–9#, mainly due to their
quivalence with slower devices~and, therefore, easier to de
with! as optical parametric oscillator~OPO!, degenerate op
tical parametric oscillator~DOPO!, etc. @10–12#.

On the theoretical side, a considerable effort has b
made to predict, from the basis of the Maxwell-Bloch equ
tions, the spatiotemporal behavior of large-aperture las
@2,13,14#. Hence, in order to make a comparison with the
predictions, it becomes of major interest to measure tim
resolved transverse patterns. Unfortunately, so far the
tremely fast dynamics of the lasers kept us from obtain
direct evidence of the time-resolved pattern evolution, a
only averaged patterns have been reported@1,3,5#.

Just recently, our group has obtained experimentally
stantaneous snapshots of a broad-aperture CO2 laser, repre-
sentative of the classB @15,16#. In those works we studied
the complete spatiotemporal dynamics of the system, wh
could be reproduced by means of a model based on
Maxwell-Bloch equations. Following this line, in the prese
work we study, both experimentally and theoretically, t
time-resolved spatial dynamics of a large Fresnel num
pulsed dye laser, representative of the classA. In particular,
instantaneous snapshots of the transverse spatial distrib
of the intensity have been measured, showing several im
tant differences with classB lasers.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Several works have been carried out previously in
group studying the local dynamics of this dye laser@9,17–
21#. From these studies we know that two different sp
tiotemporal behaviors coexist in the system. First, a turbu
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fast local dynamics with a characteristic period of about 5
100 MHz and a very small spatial correlation length of abo
50 mm. In addition, there is a slower dynamics, with perio
of more than 100 ns, whose correlation length is of the or
of 1 mm. Therefore, it seems that two different levels
spatiotemporal order have to be considered in our system
have been reported in other broad-aperture classA equivalent
optical systems@13,22#.

This indirect information about the spatiotemporal beha
ior makes us wonder if the two temporal scales have obs
able spatial correspondence, as it could be deduced from
correlation lengths@9#. Hence, two experiments have bee
performed. First, we have obtained quasi-instantaneous m
surements of the full pattern with different aperture sizes
observe the evolution from a moderate to a high Fres
number. As we will show in detail, we are able to observe
evolution of the turbulence, from a state influenced by
geometrical conditions of both the cavity and the gain, to
state dominated by the inner dynamics of the bulk mediu
In the second experiment we enlarge part of the pattern
means of an optical device, in order to uncover the sh
correlation length structures whose temporal fast dynam
we had observed previously.

A. Setup

The complete setup used in both experiments is sketc
in Fig. 1. Our source is a coaxial flash lamp~FL in Fig. 1!
pumped untuned dye laser having a flat-flat resonator~mir-
rors reflectivitiesR150.3 andR250.997, respectively!. The
cavity length is L51 m. A Rhodamine 6G solution in
methanol, with a concentration 531025 mol/l, was circu-
lated through the flash-lamp inner tube, whose active dia
eter is 18 mm and overall discharge length was 320 mm.
dye flow velocity is 6 l/min, several order of magnitud
slower than the intensity dynamics, as we have obser

FIG. 1. Experimental setup:R2, total reflective mirror.FL , co-
axial flash lamp.D, diaphragm.R1, partial reflector mirror.
©2002 The American Physical Society20-1
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FIG. 2. Instantaneous snapshots of the dye
ser transverse pattern, obtained with a 10-ns
posure time and aperture sizes of~a! 6, ~b! 8, ~c!
9, ~d! 12, ~e! 14, and~f! 16 mm. Real images
size: 20320 mm.
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previously. Therefore, we can consider the dye flow as
tionary for all purposes. The laser is operated in a single s
regime leaving enough time between two shots to avoid
cumulating radial thermal gradients.

An intracavity diaphragm (D) allows us to change con
tinuously the Fresnel number from 10~diaphragm diameter 6
mm! up to 110~diaphragm diameter 16 mm!. Eventually, we
can make the light to go through a broad-aperture telesc
without distortion. By means of this device, with a maximu
310 magnification, it is possible to obtain detailed images
small areas of the spot.

Finally, the light reaches the recording system, which c
sists of a camera incorporating a fast microchannel plate
tensifier with a 7503750 pixel array. The maximum time
resolution of 10 ns is fast enough to register the instan
neous evolution of the pattern, and the spatial resolution
30 mm per pixel allows us to resolve the details of the la
spot. The camera shutting system is synchronized with
laser shot.

B. From moderate to high Fresnel number

By means of the intracavity diaphragmD ~Fig. 1!, we
perform a systematic reduction of the system aperture, f
the maximum possible Fresnel numberF.106, down toF
.15. For smaller sizes, the gain becomes insufficient
maintain the laser operation and the system falls un
threshold, even for the highest excitation that can be reac
In order to have equivalent measurements for each
phragm, we have taken into account the threshold decr
with the increase of the diaphragm size, so that the meas
ments were made using an excitation twice over thresh
for each diaphragm size.

As it is well known, in an unstable resonator~flat-flat
mirrors! as ours, Gaussian modes are not possible. For
small Fresnel numbers, Bessel modes could appear@23,24#,
but this is not our case since even the smallest aperture
can use is still too large to obtain a simple modal patte
Instead, from the theory of broad-aperture lasers we kn
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that positive detuning favors the growth of a traveling tran
versal wave, which manifests itself as an off-axis emission
tilted wave@25#. The spatial period of this kind of pattern i
determined by inner parameters of the laser, but the tra
direction of the wave is not theoretically determined. Th
spatial symmetry breaks due to the nonlinear competit
between the different possible waves, or due to anisotro
in the mirror alignment or the gain distribution.

Our observations in this first experiment support the m
tioned interpretation, although they show some small dev
tions from theory due to the fact that a real broad-apert
laser does not satisfy the ideal conditions, such as infi
transverse size or spatially homogeneous gain. In Fig. 2
show different results of snapshots obtained with a 10
exposure and aperture sizes of 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 16
respectively. The images have been treated to increase
contrast, in order to appreciate the details.

We observe that forF.15 @Fig. 2~a!#, the laser presents
striped pattern corresponding to the intensity of a tilt
wave, with a spatial period of about 0.5 mm. The tilting
the stripes, which varies slightly from shot to shot, is due
the symmetry breaking caused by the small anisotropies
was mentioned above. Therefore, in this regime, in which
total available energy is not very high, the pattern geome
seems to be strongly influenced by inner anisotropies or m
alignments. However, as expected, the pattern does not re
the circular geometry of the boundary condition. Vortices
defects are not observed in any case.

As F increases,@Figs. 2~b!-2~d!#, the stripes do not extend
from side to side of the aperture, but they break in sma
structures. However, the mean transversal structure siz
still about 0.5 mm, not showing measurable dependen
with the aperture, as could be deduced from the theoret
prediction. Finally, for even bigger Fresnel numbers@Figs.
2~e! and 2~f!#, the stripes almost dissappear yielding to
granular intensity distribution, without a preferred directio
Nevertheless, in Fig. 2~f! small stripe domains, with differen
tilting, can be observed.
0-2
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Therefore, it appears that, as the effective transversal
is larger, the anisotropy of the gain medium losses influe
on the selection of the pattern, allowing the survival of d
ferent waves with the same wavelength but traveling in d
ferent directions@26#.

The structures in the instantaneous photographies
complex and their average structures size is difficult to
termine. Therefore, we perform the spatial power spectr
order to observe in the Fourier plane the characteristic
and direction. In Fig. 3 are shown the spatial power spe
of the instantaneous intensity distribution when the aper
system is 6 mm@Fig. 3~a!# and 16 mm@Fig. 3~b!#, respec-
tively. It is observed that in the small-aperture case the p
ferred direction is very strongly determined, whereas for
aperture sizes the ring-shaped power spectrum indicates
existence of spatial frequency contributions in all directio
due to the loss of influence of cavity anisotropies.

However, the absolute dominant spatial frequency d
not vary significantly. It can be observed that the maxim
contribution corresponds to a transverse wave numbeko

.7000 m21, which is equivalent to an approximate stru
ture size ofSo5450 mm, as it was estimated from the pho
tographies.

FIG. 3. Spatial power spectra of the transverse intensity sn
shots for the aperture sizes of~a! 6 mm ~b! 16 mm.
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To be sure that the observed structures are due to
system dynamics, and not due to other effects such as in
mogeneities in the turbulent liquid host, we have repea
the experiment without any flux. The results are the sa
therefore we can discard this possibility.

Hence, in this experiment it is observed the instantane
dynamics of the transverse traveling wave. It is observed
evolution from a relatively ordered situation when th
Fresnel number isF.15 @Fig. 2~a!#, to a well developed
turbulence whenF.100 @Fig. 2~f!#.

C. Structure coexistence

Once we have observed the big-scale structure in the
tern, we look for the small structure from which we ha
indirect evidence. In order to perform this measurement,
place after the laser output a broad-aperture telescope
allows us to magnify the image up to 10 times the origin
size. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the system incre
to 3 mm, but for this experiment just 2563256 pixels are
active.

An example of these measurements is shown in Fig. 4~a!.
The instantaneous image, taken with a 10-ns exposure,
responds to a real area of around 131 mm2 in the pattern
without amplification. We find that each big structure o

p-

FIG. 4. ~a! Detail of an instantaneous snapshot of the ampl
cated transverse pattern. Real size of the amplificated area in
photography: 1 mm31 mm, ~b! spatial power spectrum of~a!.
0-3
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served in the measurements without magnification cons
of a cluster of smaller structures. As it was made for the
pattern, we perform the corresponding power spectrum
order to measure this structure size. As can be seen in
4~b!, the maximum contribution in the spectrum correspon
to a spatial frequency ofko553104 m21, equivalent to a
spatial period of So560 mm.

Therefore, we conclude that in this system actually co
ist spatiotemporal structures with two different spatial sca
one order of magnitude apart.

III. MODEL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS

In the dye laser, the gain line isdn;g'.1 THz wide,
and the free spectral range isc/2L5150 MHz. Therefore the
number of longitudinal modes that may be active is;6600.
However, it is possible to consider every longitudinal mo
as independent, all of then behaving in an equivalent way
consequence, we will obtain information about the s
tiotemporal dynamics of our system from the Maxwell-Blo
~MB! monomode model@2,15#:

]E

]t
52kF12 id2

ia

2
D'GE2krP, ~1!

]P

]t
52g'@~11 id!P1ED#,

]D

]t
52g iFD212

1

2
~E* P1EP* !G ,

where E5E(x,t) is the slowly varying electric field,P
5P(x,t) the polarization,D5D(x,t) the population inver-
sion, r 5r (x,t) the rescaled pump. Thek parameter repre
sents the cavity losses,a5cl/2pk is a diffraction coeffi-
cient and d5(v212v)/(g'1k) the rescaled detuning
where v21 is the frequency of the transition,v is the fre-

FIG. 5. Results of the stability analysis of the Maxwell-Bloc
model: ~a! Neutral stability curves whend50.02, around the criti-
cal waveko553104 m. Maximum value of the real parts of th
complete Maxwell-Bloch model eigenvalues forr 52.0 and:~b! k
.ko , ~c! k,ko .
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quency of the laser emission, andc is the speed of light. In
addition,n t is the Laplacian in the transverse coordinates
the system,x5(x,y). In dye lasers, the polarization deca
rate is asg'.1012 s21 and the inversion decay rate asg i
.43108 s21. The losses coefficient will be taken ask
5c ln(R)/4L51.53108 s21, whereL51 m.

In order to understand the origin of the spatial frequenc
observed in the system, we center our theoretical study in
linear stability analysis. This is a powerful tool that has be
extensively used@2,25,27#. To our knowledge, these analys
have been applied only to classB or C lasers, and have no
been particularized for classA lasers. In addition, as far a
we know, the conclusions coming from the analysis have
been but occasionally contrasted with real broad-aperture
sers@5,16#.

As it is well known, the stability of the nonlasing solutio
E5P50, D51 yields the following neutral stability
threshold:

r ~k!511S d~g'1k!2
a

2
kk2

g'1k
D 2

, ~2!

wherek is the transverse wave number of the correspond
traveling wave. The transverse wave number with the low
threshold is called the critical wave

ko5A2d~g'1k!

ak
. ~3!

However, being our system a multimode one, the detun
parameterd is not well defined. Nevertheless, we can es
mate an effectived value by considering which detunin
value is needed to obtain a stationary transverse wave ha
the spatial frequencyk observed in the measurements. Thu
we will use the main spatial frequency observed experim
tally for the small size structures,ko5p/Sexp.5
3104 m21, as the ansazt critical wave. Substituting the d
laser parameters in Eq.~3!, we obtain an effective detuning
value ofd.0.02. We will use this value in all our posterio
calculations. This is the most energetically favored solut
inmediatelly after threshold. When the pump increases, n
solutionsk are allowed in the system. But also these initia
allowedk lasing solution can be themselves destabilized a
damped, yielding their energy the other new structures r
ing in the system, more energetically favored for the n
pump value. Therefore, to obtain information about our s
tem behavior for otherr values, we need to study the stab
ity of the primary traveling wave solutionsk perturbed by
secondary solutions in the form of traveling-waves of wa
vector q @16,28#. Hence, we linearize the Maxwell-Bloc
equations around an arbitrary traveling solution with hom
geneous amplitude,Et5Eote

i (kx2vt), Pt5Pote
i (kx2vt), and

Dt5Dot , wherek is the wave vector of a traveling solutio
arising from the unstabilization of the nonlasing solutio
Writing the complex fields in the polar form,E5uEtueiFE,
P5uPtueiFP, it is useful to define the vector variable,
0-4
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U51
E

uEtu

FE

P

uPtu

FP

D

Dt

2 . ~4!

Then, we expandU5Ut1U1eiqx, where Ut is the solution to be perturbed, andU1(q,t)eiqx is a small perturbation. We
introduceU in the MB system, to obtain a linear equation] tU15LqU1. As the matrixLq is time independent, thenU1
5uqe

l(q)t, wherel(q) are Liapunov exponents, i.e., the eigenvalues of the matrixLq @13#:

Lq51
2k 2kXd82

a

2
~q212kq cosa! C k kd8 0

2kXd82
a

2
~q212kq cosa! C 2k 2kd8 k 0

g' 2g'd8 2g' g'd8 g'

g'd8 g' 2g'd8 2g' g'd8

2g i
uEou2

11d82
g i

uEou2

11d82
d8 2g i

uEou2

11d82
2g i

uEou2

11d82
d8 2g i

2 , ~5!
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whered85d1(v/g'), andv5akg'/2(k1g')k2 is the os-
cillation frequency of the traveling solutionk whose stability
is being tested, anda is the angle between this travelin
vectork and the perturbationq.

The results are shown in Fig. 5, for pump values fro
thresholdr 51 up to r 54, for wave numbers around th
critical waveko , and the detuning valued estimated from
the experiment. In the case presented in Fig. 5, the pertu
tion q is chosen parallel to the perturbed wavek, but the
results for orthogonal waves are similar.

In Fig. 5~a! we show the neutral stability curves, that
the pairs (k,r ) for which max@Re(l)#50. These represen
the boundary between stablek values~inside the lines! and
unstablek ~outside the lines!, for each pump value,r. It can
be seen that, as usual, the critical wave remains stable
any r andq values. This means that the system always p
sents structures whose size can be related to the small
observed in the photographs. However, the stability is l
ited both fork,k0 andk.k0 by two asymmetric amplitude
instabilities. In order to show how these instabilities manif
themselves in the generation of new wavelengths in the
tem, in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! we plot the maximum of the rea
parts of the system eigenvectors@16#, when the pump isr
52 as in the experimental system. It can be seen that
wave number larger thatko @Fig. 5~b!#, the instability gives
rises to a band of new wavenumbers centered aroundq.3
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q.33103 m21, which spatially means the appearence
structures with an average size of about 1 mm. Simu
neously, for wave numbers shorter thatko @Fig. 5~c!#, the
corresponding instability gives rises to the growing of ne
traveling waves in a band centered aroundq.33104 m21.
That is, in this case the damping of the unstablek waves
generates secondaryq waves nearer the more favorableko .

However, we found a caveat of this simple interpretati
of the observed spatial scales when we calculate the co
sponding oscillation frequencies, since the frequency ass
ated to the instabilities is of the order ofv510 GHz, sev-
eral orders of magnitude higher than the observed on
about 50–100 MHz. We are aware that our measurem
system would not be able of detect such an extremely
frequency. A possible explanation of this effect from
completelly different point of view has been attempted
Refs.@29,30#, in which the spatial dynamics was not consi
ered.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we report the measurements of qua
intantaneous patterns of a large-aperture classA laser. These
photograghs reveal the simultaneous presence of two le
of spatial structures, with sizes one magnitude order ap
0-5
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The analysis of stability based on the Maxwell-Bloch mod
shows that, for our experimental conditions, there are
instabilities actives having spatial periods of 50mm and 1
mm, respectively, in good agreement with the obser
structures.
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